UCSC
7 -Person trans-Monterey Bay Relay Swim - EDITED
Date: October 14, 2001
Course: A Single Crossing of the Monterey Bay.
Swim route chosen was North to South
Main Beach, Santa Cruz (near the Santa Cruz Wharf, directly in front of the Ideal Café)
to Hopkins Marine Station Beach, Monterey (next to the Monterey Aquarium).
Course Distance: 24.7 statute miles. (Rounding Santa Cruz Wharf, 24.64 straight line through wharf)
Overall Swim Duration: 10h, 32m, 00s
START/FINISH
Start
Finish

LOCATION
Main Beach, Ideal Cafe
Hopkins Beach, N. of Aquarium

LATITUDE/LONGITUDE
36° 57.740'N, 122° 1.334'W
36° 37.134'N, 121° 54.150'W

TIME (~)
04:30:00
15:02:00

Observers: Bill Simpkins, Simpkins Family Swim Center and Club Aquatic Sport in Santa Cruz with official
timing by Bill Simpkins.
Note: This swim was completed prior to the formation of the Monterey Bay Swimming Association.
MBSA has researched and reviewed this swim, as well as all other known and well-documented swims.
Boat & Captain(s) & Navigation: Jim Walker, Bill Simpkins, Kim Crystalyn piloting two support boats
Crew Chief: Kim Musch (former UCSC Aquatics Director and Swim Coach)
Swimmers:
April Alexander, Eric Peterson, Ryan Walker, Ben Weston, Brett Gravlin, Andrea Maglasang-Miller,
Scott Valley
Additional Crew:
Kim Musch & James Jones (paddlers)

Press:
Santa Cruz Sentinel

Swim Category:
Unassisted Marathon Relay Swim
Rules
This swim was conducted following global standards for marathon relay swims. These rules are based on
rules used to govern unassisted marathon relay swims in the English Channel by the CSA and CS&PF with
the following exceptions:
The relay team consisted of 10 (not 6) total swimmers. Swimmers wore high-tech speed
suits. Swimmers rotated at 30 minute intervals (not 1 hour).
Costume & Swim Gear:
1. All swimmers wore porous (e.g. lycra) racing style speed swim suites provided by Nike. (no wetsuits)
2. All swimmers used minimal Vaseline for chaffing.
3. All swimmers wore one standard silicon or latex swim cap.
4. All swimmers used standard swim goggles.
Feedings:
N/A - Swimmers fed between swim legs while on the boat. No feeds were administered to swimmers
while in the water.
Weather & Ocean Observations:
Wind: light throughout. Fresh breeze with chop near Monterey.
Water Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit): 52 to 54
Air Temperature (degrees Fahrenheit): Unknown
Swells: Unknown
Skies: Fair
Historical Claims:
•

This swim is the first known relay swim across the Monterey Bay, swimming between Santa
Cruz and Monterey, California. CORRECTION – a 6-person relay team completed this swim in
September of 2001.

•

10hr 32m = 632m / 24.64 miles = 25.64 minutes per mile

Observations/Notes by Ryan Walker:

October 14, 2001. We started pre-dawn in the dark with the lead swimmer (Brett
Gravlin) jumping in from the beach at Ideal and following glow sticks on
the paddle boards of the paddlers. Brave dude. There were 3 paddlers in the
water, in addition to the two support boats. (Kim Musch, Brian Rafferty and James
Jones) as safety escorts.
The first 3, 30 minute legs were in the dark to dawn period. I was one of the dark
swimmers and it was SCARY!
The ocean was calm with minimal currents. As we approached Monterey some
swells began forming with the afternoon wind and it was a bit rougher. Beaching
was tricky, but we all had body surfing experience, so the sand break didn't
crunch us too bad. I did not see any whales, but there was a lot of marine life. We
saw 2 massive sunfish, tons of jellies (a literal "field" of them) about 3/4 of a mile
off the Monterey coast. Painful last mile with the stings. I was buzzed by a sea lion
about mid-bay, which scared the bejesus out of me. Some flying fish. That's
all I can remember now. No shark sightings.
It was quite cold that day. 52-54 depending on location.
The final swimmer was joined by the rest of the team as they all swam
ceremoniously to the beach in Monterey for the finish together.

START

FINISH

Left to Right: April Alexander, Eric Peterson, Ryan Walker, Ben Weston, Brett Gravlin, Andrea
Maglasang-Miller, Scott Valley

